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radson the	deFinition	
oF	indoor	comFort
Welcome to tHe beautiful World of radson 

indoor comfort. all our radiators HaVe been 

carefullY designed and professionallY produced 

to offer tHe perfect combination of elegance and 

energY-efficiencY. WHetHer You are cHoosing a 

replacement radiator for a particular room, or 

selecting an entire set for Your Home, radson Has 

a complete range of designs, siZes and colours, as 

Well as a Wide selection of electric radiators and 

underfloor sYstems.

For	decades,	radson	has	been	refi	ning	and	perfecting	the	art	of	

radiators,	as	part	of	the	family	company	rettig	icc,	the	world’s	

number	one	for	indoor	comfort.	this	brochure	is	a	showcase	of	

our	portfolio	of	products,	arranged	according	to	type:	column,	

design,	plinth,	bathroom,	electric	and	underfl	oor.	as	you	look	

through	each	section,	take	time	to	imagine	how	your	home	

(or	offi	ce)	can	benefi	t	from	the	comfortable	warmth	and	

attractive	designs	of	radson	radiators.	once	installed,	they	will	

provide	years	of	carefree	operation,	and	you	will	enjoy	the	

added	reassurance	of	our	10-year	guarantee.

we	hope	that	this	brochure	inspires	you	to	join	the	millions	

of	people	across	the	world	who	have	already	chosen	radson.	

the	best	in	indoor	comfort	is	–	literally	–	in	your	hands.	

production process
tHe JourneY …from our 
production plants 
every	radson	radiator	is	produced	to	the	highest	standards	

in	the	industry,	and	meets	all	european	standards,	including	

en	442	and	ce.	all	our	products	are	formed	from	100%	

recyclable	steel,	in	automated	production	plants	that	use	

the	very	latest	technology	to	transform	the	raw	sheet	steel	

into	strict	quality-controlled	products	for	your	home.		

after	the	steel	is	formed	into	shape,	excess	oil	and	grease	is	

removed	and	the	radiator	is	bathed	in	phosphate.	this,	in	

combination	with	the	base	coat	is	the	fi	rst	step	in	ensuring	

the	radiator	is	resistant	to	corrosion.	next,	each	one	is	

thoroughly	rinsed	with	demineralised	water,	then	immersed	

in	a	Ktl	bath,	a	cathodic	anti-corrosion	primer	dip.	then	it	is	

baked	dry	at	175	°c,	ready	for	the	fi	nal	layer.	an	epoxy-

polyester	powder	coating	is	applied	electrostatically,	and	

the	radiator	is	baked	once	again	at	185	°c,	until	the	uniform	

coating	is	completely	hard.	at	this	stage,	it	is	resistant	to	

shocks,	normal	levels	of	humidity	and	common	acids,	all	

according	to	industry	standards	din	55900	and	en	442.	

naturally,	they	also	meet	other	national	standards,	such	as	

tÜv	rheinland,	ral-gütegemeinschaft	and	marque	nF.

…to Your Home
every	radson	radiator	is	produced	according	to	iso	9002	

and	iso	9001	standards.	essentially,	these	are	european	

standards	of	quality	assurance,	created	to	ensure	that	

products	are	made	to	high	and	verifi	able	levels	of	quality.	

equally	importantly,	each	one	comes	to	you	with	a	10	year	

guarantee	from	radson.	Because	we	are	confi	dent	in	what	

we	produce,	and	we	want	you	to	be	just	as	confi	dent	when	

you	choose	our	products	to	belong	in	your	home.

QualitY and standards
radson	radiators	are	manufactured	according	to	the	latest	

european	standards	such	as	en	442	and	ce.	purmo	also	

meets	the	strictest	quality	standards	as	prescribed	by	tÜv	

rheinland,	ral	-gütegemeinschaft,	marque	nF.	in	1995	we	

received	iso	9002	quality	certifi	cation,	and	since	2003	we	

have	been	certifi	ed	according	to	the	iso	9001	quality	

standard.	radson	radiators	are	therefore	guaranteed	for	a	

period	of	10	years	after	installation.

strict QualitY controls
radson	radiators	are	produced	by	4	ultra-modern	and	fully	

automated	lines.	at	any	time	during	the	production	process,	

they	are	subject	to	verifi	cation.	the	density	of	each	radiator	

is	attached	to	the	end	of	each	production	line	tested.	the	

radiators	are	painted	in	a	modern	plant,	specially	designed	

to	avoid	damaging	the	environment.
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cleVer inspiration

You	want	your	home	to	be	your	personal	masterpiece,	a	gallery	of	your	style,	

with	every	wall	and	floor	and	step	reflecting	who	you	are.	so	the	choices	you	

make	are	careful,	considered,	correct.	You	take	time	before	adding	anything	

to	your	surroundings,	which	is	just	how	it	should	be.	take	your	choice	of	

radiator,	for	instance.	are	you	someone	who	sees	a	source	of	warmth	as	

something	to	be	celebrated	and	admired?	a	conversation	piece	perhaps,		

in	bold	curves	stretched	across	one	wall	like	a	canvas	of	comfort.	or	maybe	

you	prefer	a	more	subtle,	gentle	piece,	discreetly	radiating	heat	beneath	the	

window	with	your	favourite	view.	

whether	you	see	yourself	as	avant	garde	or	traditional,	renaissance	or	

modernist,	or	perhaps	a	mixed	pallette	of	an	entirely	new	description,		

there	is	always	an	inspired	choice	to	make	for	your	home.	radson	radiators	

are	as	adventurous	as	you	want	your	home	to	be,	as	bold	as	your	imagination	

needs,	and	as	perfect	a	match	for	your	interior	as	you	could	ever	find.	

Be	inspired	by	warmth	–	picture	your	home	with	radson.

inspired	BY	
WarmtH
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From	the	traditional	to	the	most	modern,	radson	has	an	extensive	range	of	

panel	radiators	that	meet	every	need,	in	terms	of	indoor	comfort	as	well		

as	decor	requirements.	wide,	short,	tall,	flat,	white,	metallic,	vertical,	or	a

mixture	of	features	and	colours,	our	extensive	range	has	been	developed	to

suit	every	taste.

whether	you	are	choosing	radiators	for	your	new	home	or	renovation	

project,	or	you	are	a	professional	looking	for	the	ideal	choice	for	your	

customer,	look	no	further.	Featured	in	the	following	pages	you	will	see	our	

panel	radiators	displayed	in	their	natural	neutral	white.	But	they	are	also	

available	in	a	wide	spectrum	of	colours	and	metallic	finishes,	ensuring	

their	place	at	the	heart	of	even	the	most	adventurous	interior	design.

panel radiators	
something	For	
everYone
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parada	smooth	
elegant	warmth

with	its	fl	at-panel	front	and	fully	contained	

pipework,	the	parada	is	a	simple	and	elegant	

visual	description	of	warmth.	available	in	

6	different	heights	and	a	range	of	lengths,	this	is	

an	ideal	choice	for	those	who	value	understated	

design	in	their	homes.	available	in	a	range	of	

colours,	including	5	metallic	coatings,	ensuring	

a	perfect	fi	t	for	any	interior.

parada
panel	radiator	

height
300,	400,	500,	
600,	750,	900	mm

length
450	-	3000	mm

tYpe	
par	11,	21s,	22,	33

Finish
ral	9016	white,	
other	ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

this	model	has	been	produced	with	clean	horizontal	lines,	for	those	

who	prefer	an	added	touch	of	design	with	their	fl	at	panel	radiators.	

the	top	grille	complements	the	profi	led	lines	on	the	radiator	body,	

which	encloses	all	pipework	and	the	pre-installed	valve	body.	easy	to	

install	and	to	admire,	the	ramo	comes	in	a	range	of	sizes,	colours	

and	fi	nishes.

ramo suBtle	
eYe-pleasing	lines

ramo
panel	radiator

height
300,	400,	500,	600,	
750,	900	mm

length
450	-	3000	mm

tYpe
ra	11,	21s,	22,	33

Finish
ral	9016	white,	
other	ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request
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integra classic	
concealments

combining	the	traditional	design	of	the	compact	with	the	

modern	demand	for	concealed	pipework	and	integral	valve,	

the	integra	is	both	functional	and	aesthetically	pleasing.	a	

classic	radiator	with	an	elegant	touch,	it	is	available	in	a	

range	of	sizes,	colours	and	fi	nishes,	to	suit	every	decor.

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	request

integra
panel	radiator

height
300,	400,	450,	500,	
600,	750,	900	mm

length
450	-	3000	mm

tYpe	
int	11,	21s,	22,	33
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Vertical	horiZontal	
alternative		

sometimes	it´s	an	issue	of	space,	sometimes	a	question	of	taste,	

and	the	vertical	is	the	answer	for	all	those	times.	the	same	heat	

output	and	high	quality	design	and	construction,	designed	with	a	

90	degree	twist.	the	vertical	can	also	be	fi	tted	with	accessories	

such	as	towel	warmers,	adding	practicality	to	its	functionality.	

vertical
panel	radiator

height
1500,	1800,	1950,	
2100,	2300	mm

length
300,	450,	600,	750	mm

tYpe	
vr	10,	20,	21,	22	

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request
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compact	
a	gloBal	winner

taking	pride	of	place	in	many	millions	of	homes	around	the	

world,	the	compact	is	our	most	popular	radiator.	with	its	

timeless	traditional	design,	it	is	produced	to	the	same	

highest	quality	standards	as	all	our	radiators,	delivering	

effi	cient	and	effective	heating	where	it’s	needed.	available	

in	a	wide	range	of	heights,	lengths	and	colours,	as	well	as	a	

range	of	metallic	fi	nishes.	

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	request

compact	(pitch	50)
panel	radiator	

height
300,	400,	450,	500,	
600,	750,	900	mm

length
450	-	3000	mm

tYpe	
Kmp	11,	21s,	22,	33

compact
panel radiators



planora
less	is	more		

sheer	panel	fl	atness	and	fully	enclosed	pipework	and	integral	valve,	the	

planora	is	perfect	for	those	who	prefer	their	radiators	to	be	an	under-

stated	presence	in	the	home.	Following	the	classic	design	rule	that	‘less	is	

more’,	this	minimalist	range	adds	a	real	modern	touch	to	your	decor,	and	

can	also	be	attached	in	the	middle	of	the	unit,	making	it	even	more	´less´.	

available	in	all	popular	sizes.		

planora
panel	radiator	

height
300,	400,	500,	600,	
900	mm

length
500	-	3000	mm

tYpe	
plan	11,	21s,	22,	33

Finish
Fine	texture	9316	
other	metallic	colours	
upon	request
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there	are	few	better	ways	to	make	use	of	those	long	walls	in	living	rooms	and	

hallways,	than	one	of	radson’s	classic	plinth	radiators.	mounted	close	to	the

ground	out	of	the	line	of	sight,	they	are	unobtrusive	and	highly	effective.	

enjoy	the	radiant	heat	provided	by	this	innovative	range,	available	from	only	

200	mm	high	and	up	to	three	metres	long.	

plintH radiators		
long	distance	
comFort
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integra plintH	
extending	tradition

with	space-saving	200	mm	height	and	classic	vertical	

banding,	integra	plinth	has	the	look	of	a	traditional	

radiator,	extended	and	resized	to	blend	into	

contemporary	décor.	ideal	for	installation	beneath	

large	windows,	or	in	a	modern	offi	ce	setting,	the	

integra	plinth	give	you	all	the	benefi	ts	of	radson	

heating.

integra	plinth
plinth	radiator

height
200	mm

length
600	-	3000	mm

tYpe	
cv	22,	33,	44

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

ramo plintH	
proFiled	
perFormance

an	uninterrupted	length	of	warm	fl	atness,	the	ramo	plinth	

is	thermal	simplicity,	in	both	design	and	function.	

stretching	beneath	a	wall	or	window	in	your	home,	it	

performs	silently	and	beautifully,	its	only	role:	comfort.	

also	available	with	double-sided	front	plates.

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	request

ramo	plinth
plinth	radiator	

height
200	mm

length
600	-	3000	mm

tYpe	
rcv/	rrcv	22,	33,	44
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parada plintH	
Flat	Finesse

a	fl	at	panel	plinth	with	clean	profi	le	lines	running	the	length	of	the	front,	

the	parada	plinth	is	a	wonder	of	understated	design.	with	fully	enclosed	

pipework	and	integral	valve,	it	is	available	in	a	range	of	colours,	lengths	and	

double-sided	front	plates.

parada	plinth
plinth	radiator	

height
200	mm

length
600	-	3000	mm

tYpe	
Fcv/	FFcv	22,	33,	44	

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	
and	metallic	colours	
upon	request
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cleVer design
new	home?	newly	refurbished?	then	new	ideas	are	probably	everywhere	

you	look,	inspiring	you	with	shape	and	size,	form	and	colour,	depth	and	

texture,	everywhere.	if	that’s	how	you	feel	right	now,	then	you	might	know	

how	it	feels	to	be	a	product	designer	at	radson.	they	form	a	select	team		

of	experienced	professional	designers,	chosen	for	their	skill,	innovation	and	

insight.	their	role?	to	define	the	leading	edge	of	radiator	design,	so	that	our	

products	match	the	highest	standards	of	interior	design	-	yours.

curves,	flat	planes,	profiles,	corners,	textures,	colours	and	sizes:	these	are	

probably	some	of	the	items	on	your	list	in	the	weeks	and	months	it	takes	to	

create	the	perfect	home	interior.	if	so,	spare	a	thought	for	our	design	team:	

they	have	been	applying	that	same	list	to	radiator	design	since	they	started	

working	at	radson.	they	have	dedicated	their	entire	professional	lives	to	

combining	forms	and	reimagining	shapes	that	bring	heat	to	the	home,	

efficiently,	effectively,	beautifully.	in	fact,	some	of	the	team	have	been		

heard	more	than	once	describing	their	work	as	creating	“slimline	indoor	

sculptures.”	so	if	you	haven’t	already	decided	on	a	work	of	art	for	your	

home,	they	have	a	few	ideas.	

hundreds,	in	fact.	

reimagining	our		
indoor enVironment
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designer	radiators	can	add	real	character	to	your	home.	whether	you	are	

choosing	an	entirely	new	décor	or	looking	for	ways	to	complement	and	

enhance	your	existing	style,	count	on	radson	designer	radiators	to	help	you	

reach	the	next	level.

Bold	and	sleek,	mounted	almost	flush	to	the	wall,	in	polished	steel	or	

powder	black	metallic,	with	curves	or	corners…	there	is	so	much	choice	to	

delight	you	in	this	range.	Join	a	growing	number	of	discerning	customers	

enjoying	a	new	way	to	appreciate	warmth—with	a	radiator	system	that	

makes	a	statement	in	style.

designer radiators 	
warmth	with	
elegance	and	stYle
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Kos H smooth
and	clean

the	uninterrupted	fl	at	front	of	this	sleek	decorative	

radiator	can	be	supplied	up	to	almost	two	metres	in	

width.	the	top	grille	is	precision	machined	to	comple-

ment	the	curved	sides	of	the	Kos	h,		which	completely	

enclose	the	integral	valve	and	pipework.	

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	ral	colours	
and	metallic	colours	upon	request

Kos	h
design	radiator

height
400,	600,	750,	900	mm

length
450	-	1950	mm

tYpe	
Koh	20,21,22,33

and	clean ment	the	curved	sides	of	the	Kos	h,		which	completely	

enclose	the	integral	valve	and	pipework.	

Kos V 
tall,	elegant,	
desiraBle

anything	from	1.5	to	over	2	metres	of	thermal	beauty	

could	stand	effortlessly	and	elegantly	on	the	walls	in	

your	home.	the	Kos	v	is	a	vertical	work	of	crafted	wonder,	

available	in	a	range	of	colours	and	fi	nishes,	including	the	

beautiful	brushed	stainless	steel	shown	here.

Kos	v
design	radiator

height
1500,	1800,	1950,	
2100	mm

length
300,	450,	600,	750	mm

tYpe
Kov	21,	22

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request,	also	available	
in	inox	-	rvs
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faro H 
stYlishlY	
smooth

profi	led	front	panel	and	perforated	side	panels	characterise	

this	decorative	range.	the	curved,	almost	bevelled	edges,	

give	the	Faro	h	a	particularly	tactile	feel.	perfect	for	any	

decor	that	is	designed	to	be	smooth	in	style.	invisibly	

mounted	on	the	concealed	monclac	brackets,	the	Faro	h	

can	literally	look	as	if	it	is	fl	oating	in	space.	

Faro	h
design	radiator

height
400,	600,	750,	900	mm

length
450	-	1950	mm

tYpe	
Fah	20,21,22,33

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

faro V	powerFul	
modern	comFort

ideal	for	anywhere	you	want	to	exaggerate	the	height	

of	your	interior,	the	Faro	v	is	also	a	perfect	choice	for	

areas	of	your	home	with	limited	fl	oor	space.	the	

visual	language	of	the	Faro	v	is	accented	by	a	tall	

profi	led	front,	and	curved	perforated	sides.	a	bold,	

attractive	way	to	heat	your	home.

Faro	v
design	radiator

height
1500,	1800,	1950,	
2100	mm

length
300,	450,	600,	750	mm

tYpe	
Fav	21,	22

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	ral	
colours	and	metallic	colours	
upon	request,	also	available	
in	inox	-	rvs
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tinos	maJestic,	
slender,	striKing	

clean	corners	and	edges,	straight	lines	

and	fl	at	planes.	the	tinos	is	the	epitome	

of	design,	and	the	closest	we	have	come	

to	what	might	be	called	´radiant	art´.	

mounted	just	10mm	from	the	wall,	the	

tinos	is	an	inobtrusive	thing	of	beauty,	

which	can	be	tailored	to	meet	your	

unique	specifi	cations	in	size,	colour	

and	fi	nish.	

tinos
design	radiator

height
1800,	1950,	2100	mm

length
325,	475,	625,	775	mm

tYpe
tiv	11,	21

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	ral	
colours	and	metallic	colours	
upon	request

paros	completelY	
curved	comFort	

the	smooth	sheen	of	the	front	of	the	paros	

continues	uninterrupted	to	the	curves	on	its	side,	

and	all	the	way	around.	this	spectacular	feature	

makes	the	paros	irresistible	to	the	touch,	and	a	real	

talking	point	for	any	room	or	hallway	in	your	home.	

an	optional	stainless	steel	towel	rail	adds	further	

function	to	this	radiator´s	beautiful	form.		

paros
design	radiator	

height
1800,	1950,	2100	mm

length
type	11:	380,	530,	680,	
830	mm

type	21:	405,	555,	705,	855	mm

tYpe	
pav	11,	21

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	ral	
colours	and	metallic	colours	
upon	request
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narbonne H	
progressive	
perFormance

with	bold	lines	to	segment	its	clean	fl	at	front,	the	narbonne	h

takes	the	idea	of	traditional	radiator	design	further	than	ever	

into	the	contemporary	world	of	indoor	comfort.	with	a	slim	

profi	le	that	starts	at	just	286mm,	the	narbonne	h	is	an	ideal	

addition	to	any	area	where	wall	space	is	scarce.	

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	ral	colours	
and	metallic	colours	upon	request

narBonne	h
design	radiator	

height
358	-	790	mm

length
500	-	3000	mm

tYpe	
nh		11,	21,	22

narbonne V	
strong,	
conFident	
design

the	vertical	equivalent	to	the	narbonne	h,	this	

striking	radiator	offers	the	same	aesthetic	strength,	

with	equal	bold	lines	splitting	the	smooth	surface	

of	the	front	panel.	the	narbonne	v	is	available	in	

multiple	sizes	and	widths,	colours	and	fi	nishes,	

and	is	ideal	for	placement	on	narrow	walls.	

narBonne	v
design	radiator

height
1200	-	2200	mm

length
286	-	862	mm

tYpe	
nv	11,	21

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request
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no	portfolio	of	radiators	is	complete	without	the	classic	column	design,	and	

radson	is	proud	to	keep	tradition	alive,	with	three	models	that	look	back	to	

history	from	the	modern	day.	it	is	from	this	contemporary	perspective	that		

we	offer	the	delta	range	of	column	radiators.	each	one	is	manufactured	using	

a	unique	laser	welding	process	that	virtually	eliminates	the	visible	seams	

associated	with	traditional	column	designs.	the	result,	a	clean	smooth	finish	

that	significantly	enhances	the	delta’s	aesthetic	power.

so,	whether	you	are	renovating	an	older	property	and	wish	to	remain	faithful	

to	the	original	features,	or	you	want	to	add	some	‘retro’	elements	to	your	

modern	décor,	the	delta	range	is	for	you.	choose	your	colour,	size	and	length,	

in	either	vertical	or	horizontal	orientation.	and	enjoy	the	comfort	of	modern	

warmth	with	the	visual	appeal	of	traditional	design.	

column radiators 	
traditional	with	a	
special	touch
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delta H |	e
elegance	
and	warmth

a	classic	design	update	for	the	21st	century,	the	delta	

h	is	a	delightful	addition	to	your	home.	some	say	that	

it	looks	the	way	a	radiator	should	look,	others	say	it	

brings	the	olden	days	to	modern	times.	at	radson,	

we	say	you	can	choose	from	2,	3,	4,	5	or	6-columns,	

from	155	to	900mm	height	and	from	200	to	2,500	

lengths.	we	use	precision,	d-profi	le	steel	tubing	for	

all	exterior	surfaces,	ensuring	optimum	heat	output,	

with	soft	rounded	edges	making	it	smooth	to	the	touch.	

and	for	maximum	fl	exibility,	we	also	offer	the	delta	he,	

an	electric	radiator	that	offers	the	same	benefi	ts	using	

electricity	as	a	heat	source.	

delta	h
column	radiator

height
155	-	900	mm

length
200	-	2500	mm

tYpe	
dl	2,	3,	4,	5,	6	

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

delta	he

delta	he
(e	=	electric)
electric	radiator	

height
600	mm

length
450,	550,	650,	750,	
900,	1150	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white

delta V	reveals	
new	possiBilities

this	beautiful	vertical	column	radiator	is	the	

height	of	stylish	heating,	with	striking	good	looks	

and	-	naturally	-	highly	effi	cient	and	effective	heating.	

From	965	to	3,000mm	high,	200	to	2,500mm	wide	

and	available	in	2,	3,	4,	5	or	6-column	variations,	the	

delta	v	adds	traditional	elegance	to	modern	comfort	

for	your	home.	and	of	course,	it	is	available	in	the	

colour	and	fi	nish	of	your	choice.	

delta	v
column	radiator	

height
965	-	3000	mm

length
200	-	2500	mm

tYpe	
dl	2,	3	,	4,	5,	6

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request
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the	bathroom	is	the	most	important	room	in	the	home	to	keep	warm,	

where	we	shower	and	prepare	for	the	day	ahead.	it	is	also	a	place	for	

reflection,	a	long	soak	in	the	bath	after	a	hard	day’s	work.	in	all,	it	is	a	place	

where	comfort	is	an	absolute	must.	so	the	choice	of	radiator	for	this	

essential	space	is	an	important	decision.	

Your	bathroom	radiator	should	of	course	complement	your	bathroom	suite	

and	interior	design.	it	can	also	be	a	feature	in	its	own	right,	a	source	of	

luxuriously	warm	towels,	and	a	statement	of	your	own	unique	style.	in	the	

following	pages	we	are	confident	you	will	find	the	perfect	reflection	of	your	

style,	and	the	ideal	bathroom	radiators	for	your	home.	

complete personal 
comfort
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apolima	|	e	

imagination	meets	innovation

twin	central	columns	support	a	striking	totem	design	in	this	eye-catching	bathroom	radiator.	

innovative	and	practical	in	equal	measure,	the	apolima’s	fl	at	elements	curve	backwards	gently	and	

uniformly.	ideal	for	any	modern	bathroom,	this	attractive	design	also	provides	plenty	of	towel	space.	

the	apolima	e	is	supplied	with	an	infrared	clock	/	thermostat.

apolima	e

apolima	
Bathroom	radiator

height
830,	1130,	1430	,	
1730	mm

length
650,	800	mm	

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

apolima	e
(e	=	electric)
electric	radiator

height
830,	1130,	1430	,	
1730	mm

length
650,	800	mm	

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request
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muna |	e 
classic	Flatness

a	bathroom	favourite,	with	a	clear	emphasis	

on	style,	the	muna	delivers	bathroom	

comfort	through	attractive	fl	at	heating	

elements,	arranged	on	a	slim	profi	le	frame.	

available	in	four	heights	and	three	widths,	

it	comes	in	white	or	a	range	of	other	colours	

and	fi	nishes.	

the	muna	e	is	supplied	with	control	box.

muna
Bathroom	radiator	

height
905,	1205,	1655,	1730,	
2030	mm

length
500,	600,	800	mm	

Finish
ral	9016	white,	
other	ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

muna	e
(e	=	electric)
electric	radiator	

height
905,	1205,	1655,	
1730	mm

length
500,	600,	800	mm	

Finish
ral	9016	white,	
other	ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

muna	e

muna t	|	et

turBo	Flatness		
with	a	clear	emphasis	on	style,	the	muna	t	delivers	bathroom	comfort	through	attractive	

fl	at	heating	elements,	arranged	on	a	slim	profi	le	frame.	the	easy-to-use	turbo	feature	allows	

you	to	heat	your	bathroom	incredibly	quickly,	thanks	to	the	integrated	hot	air	blower.	

the	muna	et	is	supplied	with	control	box.

muna	t
(t=turbo)
Bathroom	radiator	

height
905,	1205,	1655,	1730,	
2030	mm

length
500,	600,	800	mm	

Finish
ral	9016	white,	
other	ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

muna	et
(e	=	electric	,t=turbo)
electric	radiator	

height
905,	1205,	1655,	
1730	mm

length
500,	600,	800	mm	

Finish
ral	9016	white,	
other	ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

muna	et
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elato	|	e	elegantlY	
electric

the	same	eyecatching	asymmetrical	‘signpost’	design,	the	

same	fl	exible	left/right	mounting	choice,	and	the	same	

radiant	warmth	as	the	classic	elato	model.	in	fact	the	only	

difference	is	an	invisible	one	–	the	elato	e	is	powered	by	

electricity	rather	than	heated	with	water.	a	thermostat	

control	box	for	each	radiator	means	that	if	you	have	more	

than	one	bathroom,	you	can	control	the	temperature	for	

each	one	seperately.	available	in	a	range	of	heights,	

widths,	colours	and	fi	nishes.	

the	elato	e	is	supplied	with	control	box.

elato		
Bathroom	radiator

height
830,	1130,	1430,	
1730	mm

length
450,	600	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	metallic	
colours	upon	request	

elato	e
(e	=	electric)
electric	radiator

height
1130,	1430,	1730	mm

length
450,	600	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	metallic	
colours	upon	request	elato	e

the	elato	t	and	et	are	provided	with	a	turbo	facility	for	

heating	the	bathroom	very	quickly	on	demand.	situated	

out	of	sight	behind	the	radiator	at	fl	oor	level,	the	clever	

turbo	mechanism	circulates	the	heat	from	the	radiator	

with	an	inbuilt	fan,	rapidly	raising	the	comfort	level	

according	to	your	desire.	as	with	all	elato	radiators,	this	

innovative	product	with	its	distinctive	signpost	design	can	

be	mounted	with	the	columns	on	either	the	left	or	right.

the	elato	et	is	supplied	with	control	box.

elato t	|	et	
comFort	Boosters	

elato	t	
(t	=	turbo)
Bathroom	radiator

height
830,	1130,	1430,	
1730	mm

length
450,	600	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	metallic	
colours	upon	request	

elato	et
(e	=	electric,	t	=	turbo)
electric	radiator

height
1130,	1430,	1730	mm

length
450,	600	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	metallic	
colours	upon	request	

elato	et
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Flores
Bathroom	radiator

height
547,	862,	1222,	1537,	
1807	mm

length
500,	600,	750	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	
other	ral	colours	
and	metallic	colours	
upon	request	

Flores	e
(e	=	electric)
electric	radiator

height
547,	862,	1222,	1537,	
1807	mm

length
500,	600,	750	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	
other	ral	colours	
and	metallic	colours	
upon	request

flores |	e	
visiBlY	comFortaBle

a	popular	bathroom	classic	,	the	Flores	uses	tubular	piping	

to	keep	your	bathroom	warm	and	comfortable,	while	

providing	ample	towel	space.	available	in	white,	four	

heights	and	two	different	widths.	the	Flores	e	is	supplied	

with	integral	control	box.		

Flores	ch
batHroom radiators

Flores	eFlores	

Flores	e

flores	ch	|	ch	e	

charming	elegance

with	tubular	pipes,	the	Flores	range	combines	elegance	and	grace	in	a	

charming	classic	design.	available	in	chrome,	the	Flores	ch	and	ch	e	are	

supplied	with	accessories	to	help	you	make	the	most	of	your	bathroom	in	

style.	the	Flores	ch	e	is	supplied	with	a	thermostat.		

Flores	ch
(ch	=	chrome)
Bathroom	radiator	

height
760,	1150,	1450,	
1750	mm

length
500,	600	mm

Finish
chrome

Flores	ch	e
(ch	=	chrome,
e	=	electric)
electric	radiator

height
1222,	1537,	1807	mm

length
500,	600,	750	mm

Finish
chrome

Flores	c	&	Flores	c	ch
batHroom radiators

Flores	ch	e
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flores	c	|	c	e	
comFortaBlY	curved

with	tubular	pipes	that	curve	gently	towards	the	wall,	the	Flores	

range	combines	elegance	and	grace	in	a	charming	classic	design.	

available	in	white	and	a	range	of	other	colours,	the	Flores	c		

and	c	e	are	supplied	with	accessories	to	help	you	make	the	most	

of	your	bathroom	in	style.

Flores	c	
(c	=	curved)
Bathroom	radiator

height
547,	862,	1222,	1537,	
1807	mm

length
500,	600,	750	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

Flores	c	e
(c	=	curved,	e	=	electric)
electric	radiator

height
547,	862,	1222,	1537,	
1807	mm

length
500,	600,	750	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

Flores	c	e

flores	c	ch	|	c	ch	e	
comFortaBlY	
curved

with	tubular	pipes	that	curve	gently	towards	

the	wall,	the	Flores	c	ch	and	c	ch	e	combine	

elegance	and	grace	in	a	charming	classic	design.	

available	in	chrome,	the	Flores	c	ch	and	c	ch	e	

are	supplied	with	accessories	to	help	you	make	

the	most	of	your	bathroom	in	style.	

Flores	c	ch
(c	=	curved,	
ch	=	chrome)
Bathroom	radiator

height
760,	1150,	1450,	
1750	mm

length
500,	600	mm

Finish
chrome

Flores	c	ch	e	
(c	=	curved,	
ch	=	chrome,	
e	=	electric)
electric	radiator

height
1222,	1537,	1807	mm

length
500,	600,	750	mm

Finish
chrome Flores	c	ch	e
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Flores	c	|	c	e
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flores	m	|	c	m	
slimline	elegance	

Fine	round	tubing	in	a	design	that	pleases	the	eye	while	

warming	the	room,	the	Flores	m	is	designed	with	a	

midpoint	connection.	the	Flores	cm	has	the	same	

midpoint	connection,	this	time	within	a	design	whose	

tubular	pipes	curve	gently	back	toward	the	wall.	

Flores	m
(m	=	central	connection)
Bathroom	radiator

height
547,	862,	1222,	1537,	
1807	mm

length
500,	600,	750	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

Flores	c	m
(c	=	curved,
m	=	central	connection)
Bathroom	radiator

height
547,	862,	1222,	1537,	
1807	mm

length
500,	600,	750	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

flores	t	|	et	
instant	comFort

the	same	attractive	Flores	design	now	comes	with	the	

added	bonus	of	radson’s	turbo	unit.	this	innovative	

addition	provides	an	instant	boost	on	demand,	ensuring	

your	bathroom	reaches	your	required	temperature	even	

faster	than	normal.	choose	from	the	standard	Flores	t	

radiator,	or	the	Flores	et	for	the	electric	version.	

Flores	t	
(t	=	turbo)
Bathroom	radiator

height
547,	862,	1222,	1537,	
1807	mm

length
500,	600,	750	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

Flores	et
(e	=	electric,	t	=	turbo)
electric	radiator	

height
547,	862,	1222,	1537,	
1807	mm

length
500,	600,	750	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request
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minorca	|	e	
designed	to	delight

curved	oval	tubes	that	curve	gently	backwards	make	the	minorca	a	real	double	delight.	

available	in	four	heights	and	three	widths,	as	well	as	a	range	of	colours	including	metallic	

colours,	this	bathroom	radiator	is	an	ideal	choice	for	those	who	truly	enjoy	their	bathroom.

the	minorca	e	is	supplied	with	control	box.

minorca	e

minorca
Bathroom	radiator

height
849,	1220,	1485,	
1750	mm

length
500,	600,	750	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

minorca	e
(e	=	electric)
Bathroom	radiator

height
849,	1220,	1485,	
1750	mm

length
500,	600,	750	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

JaVa |	e	the	modern	
tradition

evenly	spaced	groups	of	eliptical	heating	elements	characterise

the	confi	dent	design	of	the	Java.	a	bathroom	radiator	that	tends	

towards	the	traditional,	it	retains	some	contemporary	hallmarks,	

such	as	the	fact	the	elements	are	mounted	at	an	angle,	rather	than	

perpendicularly.	six	heights	and	three	widths	available.	choose	

from	a	full	range	of	colours	and	fi	nishes.	

also	available	as	an	electric	radiator:	the	Java	e.	

Java	
Bathroom	radiator

height
700,	912,	1336,	1548,	
1760,	1972	mm

length
400,	500,	600	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

Java	e
(e	=	electric)
electric	radiator

height
700,	912,	1336,	1548,	
1760,	1972	mm

length
400,	500,	600	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

Java	e
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santorini	|	c	
contemporarY	classics

with	round	tubes	in	straight	lines,	the	contemporary	design	of	the	santorini	

and	santorini	c	give	you	the	benefi	ts	of	a	modern	bathroom	radiator	that	

fi	ts	just	as	comfortably	in	the	modern	as	well	as	the	more	traditional	

bathroom.	three	heights	and	four	widths	to	choose	from,	with	straight	or	

curved	fronts,	and	a	range	of	colours	and	fi	nishes	to	choose	from.

santorini santorini	c

santorini	c

santorini	
Bathroom	radiator	

height
714,	1134,	1764	mm

length
500,	600,	750,	900	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

santorini	c
(c	=	curved)
Bathroom	radiator	

height
714,	1134,	1764	mm

length
500,	600,	750,	900	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

apia m	
Fine	living
the	close	arrangement	of	slim	tubular	pipes	makes	

the	apia	m	a	natural	focal	point	in	the	bathroom.	

with	up	to	36	individual	tubes	concentrated	in	a	

symmetrical	arrangement,	this	is	a	radiator	ideal	for	

those	who	appreciate	clean	fi	ne	lines.	white	or	

half-matt,	the	apia	m	is	also	available	in	other	colours	

and	fi	nishes,	as	well	as	a	range	of	heights	and	widths.	

apia	m
(m=	central	connection)
Bathroom	radiator	

height
1134,	1764	mm

length
500,	600,	750,	900	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	
half-matt,	other	ral	
colours	and	metallic	
colours	upon	request
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ios m selF-contained	
comFort

a	departure	from	the	traditional	approach	to	bathroom	radiator	

design,	the	ios	m	makes	a	feature	of	the	thermostat,	integrating	

it	into	the	actual	body	of	the	unit.	the	heating	elements	are	

broad	and	curved,	and	the	solid	bottom	panel	accentuates	the	

strong	and	stable	impression	the	ios	m	provides.	

ios	m
(m=	central	connection)
Bathroom	radiator

height
1154,	1724	mm

length
600	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

linosa	merge	
into	comFort

the	linosa	bathroom	radiator	celebrates	the	power	

of	detail	in	design.	note	how	the	horizontal	tubes	

join	the	vertical	collectors:	instead	of	the	traditional	

perpendicular	contact,	the	tubes	gently	merge	into	

place.	the	result	is	a	beautifully	organic	look	and	feel,	

and	an	elegance	you	can	tailor	to	your	own	design,	

in	stainless	steel	or	wenge-look	fi	nish.		

linosa
Bathroom	radiator	

height
776,	1154,	1742	mm

length
504,	600,	755	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request
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andros	m

contours	and	
contrasts	

the	smooth	curves	of	the	tubing	in	the	andros	m	spread	

gently	back	towards	the	wall	and	continue	through	the	

tapered	vertical	collectors.	the	result	is	an	elegant	

bathroom	radiator	that	fi	ts	almost	fl	ush	against	the	wall.	

the	central	connector	and	discreet	thermostat	complete	

this	sleek	design,	which	is	available	in	all	popular	colours,	

sizes	and	fi	nishes.	

andros	m
(m=	central	connection)
Bathroom	radiator

height
776,	1154,	1742	mm

length
595,	746	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

andros	ch

BrightlY	BeautiFul	

with	the	familiar	4x	4-tube	/	1x	14-tube	formation,	the	andros	ch	

has	all	elegance	of	the	andros	m,	with	gentle	curves	and	tapered	

collectors	completing	the	clean,	rounded	design.	with	a	bright	

chrome	fi	nish,	the	andros	ch	is	a	must	for	any	bathroom	where	

light	and	warmth	are	equally	important.	

andros	ch
(ch=	chrome)
Bathroom	radiator

height
776,	1154,	1742	mm

length
595,	746	mm

Finish
chrome
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now	you	can	enjoy	all	the	benefits	of	cutting-edge	design	and	optimal	

indoor	comfort,	with	the	convenience	of	electric	control.	many	of	radson’s	

superb	radiators	are	now	also	available	in	electric	versions.	so	if	there	are	

areas	of	your	home	that	are	not	currently	plumbed	for	water-based	central	

heating,	you	can	experience	the	same	comfort	and	warmth.	

take	a	look	through	the	wide	range	in	the	following	pages,	and	imagine	the	

advantages	of	stylish	heating	in	your	home	or	office.	From	traditional	panel	

radiators	to	modern	design	radiators	and	bathroom	radiators,	radson	has	

them	all.	

electric radiators 
FlexiBle	heating		
comFort
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menai e 
reveals	new	possiBilities

Based	on	the	classic	panel	radiator	design	the	

menai	e	has	a	profi	led	front	panel	with	a	top	grille	

that	complements	the	lined	front.	supplied	with

	a	lockable	multifunctional	and	programmable	

control	box	with	pilot	wire.	six	levels	of	heating	

comfort	are	supported,	and	both	models	are	

compatible	with	the	edF	tempo	tariff.	Fast	and	

even	temperature	distribution	across	the	entire	

surface	ensures	even	comfort	everywhere.	

menai	e
(e	=	electric)
electric	radiator

height
300,	500	mm

length
420,	620,	700,	780,	
900,	980,	1180,	1420,	
1940,	2340	mm

Finish
ral	9010	white

menai	de

reveals	new	possiBilities

Based	on	the	classic	panel	radiator	design	the	menai	de	has	a	profi	led	front	panel	with	a	

top	grille	that	complements	the	lined	front.	supplied	with	a	lockable	multifunctional	and	

programmable	control	box	with	pilot	wire.	six	levels	of	heating	comfort	are	supported,	

and	both	models	are	compatible	with	the	edF	tempo	tariff.	Fast	and	even	temperature	

distribution	across	the	entire	surface	ensures	even	comfort	everywhere.	

menai	de
(e	=	electric)
electric	radiator

height
600	mm

length
465,	625,	745,	865,	
1105,	1385	mm

Finish
ral	9010	white
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liKoma H 
simplY	elegant
heat	your	home	or	offi	ce	with	style,	with	the	fl	at	panel	likoma	

electric	radiator.	the	minimalist	design	puts	the	entire	emphasis	

on	performance	and	function.	available	in	a	range	of	colours	

and	fi	nishes,	as	well	as	sizes,	you	can	be	sure	that	the	likoma	h	

blends	perfectly	with	your	décor.	

liKoma	h
electric	radiator

height
600	mm

length
400,	600,	800,	1000,	
1200	mm

Finish
sand,	white,	granite,	
Black

liKoma V	
elegant	simplicitY

the	vertical	cousin	of	the	likoma	h,	this	model	is	designed	to	make	

the	best	possible	use	of	your	wall	space.	again,	it	can	be	tailored	in	

terms	of	size	and	colour	to	match	your	own	interior	design.

liKoma	v
electric	radiator

height
900,	1500,	1800	mm

length
400,	600	mm

Finish
sand,	white,	granite,	
Black
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alif e | cosmoledo e	
small	and	perFectlY	
Formed

eye-catching	shapes	and	the	perfect	size	for	use	in	diffi	cult	spaces	

in	the	home,	these	fi	ne	electric	radiators	are	ideal	for	bringing	

indoor	comfort	wherever	it’s	needed.	available	in	white	or	chrome,	

they	are	easy	to	mount	and	simple	to	operate.

aliF	e
(e	=	electric)
Bathroom	radiator

height
500	mm

length
440	mm

tYpe	
-

Finish
ral	9016	white,	other	
ral	colours	and	
metallic	colours	upon	
request

cosmoledo	e
(e	=	electric)
electric	radiator	

height
625	mm

length
450	mm	

tYpe	
-

Finish
ral	9016	white
or	chrome

cosmoledo	ealiF	e

amirante	ch	e the	curved	
coil	oF	comFort

the	playful	shape	of	the	amirante	ch	e	combines	semicircles	with	

tubular	straight	lines,	with	a	geometry	that	will	enhance	the	look	

of	any	wall	in	your	home.	of	course	it	has	more	than	a	decorative	

function,	and	the	accurate	control	means	that	it	provides	an	even	

temperature	along	every	surface.

amirante	ch	e
(ch	=	chrome,	
e	=	electric)
electric	radiator

height
725	mm

length
450	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white	
or	chrome
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vido
electric	radiator

height
600	mm

length
800,	1000,	1200,	1400,	
1600	mm

Finish
ral	9016	white

Vido	comFortaBle	
heat	or	soothing	
coolness

radson	has	developed	an	innovative	radiator	that	can	

control	temperature	in	two	directions:	heating	your	room	

when	it’s	cold,	chilling	it	when	it´s	hot.	this	multi-season	

innovation	is	a	wall	mounted	treasure,	fully	programmable	

and	incredibly	accurate,	it	delivers	precision	comfort	to	

every	room	in	your	home,	every	day	of	the	year.
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radson	radiators	are	perfect	for	providing	indoor	comfort	in	

every	room	of	your	house.	the	range	of	choices	in	style	and	

shape,	size	and	colour,	means	the	perfect	radiator	is	always	

there	for	you.	For	an	added	touch	of	luxurious	contact	

warmth,	you	might	also	like	to	include	radson	underfl	oor	

heating	when	you	are	choosing	an	indoor	comfort	system.	

as	the	name	suggests,	radson	underfl	oor	heating	is	

invisible	once	installed.	it	is	linked	to	the	same	plumbing	

system	that	heats	your	radiators,	and	provides	tactile	

warmth	in	any	room	where	it	is	installed.	it	is	ideal	for	

bathrooms,	which	often	have	water	on	the	fl	oor	after	

someone	showers	or	bathes.	radson	underfl	oor	heating	

quickly	dries	the	fl	oor,	while	also	providing	a	sensual	

underfoot	experience.	For	best	results,	and	most	energy-

effi	cient	heating,	always	choose	the	best	of	both	warmths,	

and	choose	radson	underfl	oor	heating	along	with	the	

radiators	of	your	choice.	

choose	the	Best	oF	Both	warmths	
include	radson underfloor Heating
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radson	has	over	50	years	experience	in	underfl	oor	heating.	

this	means	that	we	can	offer	the	most	suitable	system	for	

your	needs.	working	with	your	heating	installer,	radson’s	

underfl	oor	experts	will	recommend	and	provide	the	ideal	

system	for	your	home	or	offi	ce.	once	installed,	each	system	

has	a	10-year	warranty,	to	give	you	peace	of	mind	

to	complement	the	added	comfort	you	will	enjoy	from	our	

underfl	oor	products.	

manY	sYstems,	
multiple benefits

noppjet / noppjet s
•			system	plates	make	it	ideal	for	one-man	installation
•		thermal	and	acoustic	insulation
•	symmetrical	design	–	uniform	heat	distribution
•		can	be	installed	up	to	45-degree	corners	for	full	room	coverage
•		choose	noppjet	11s	for	slim	building	height	(max	60mm)	and	

optimal	fl	oor	stability

purjet / purjet s
•				Fast	and	easy	installation.	safe	installation	thanks	to	special	v-clip
•	thin,	dynamic	system	
•		used	with	sprayed	polyurethane	insulation	for	time-saving	

installation
•	thermally	insulated

rolljet / rolljet s
•		supplied	in	rolls	of	insulation	=	fast	&	easy	installation
•	rolljet	s	provides	a	dynamic	and	thin	system
•		available	in	several	thicknesses	of	thermal	and	

thermal-acoustic	insulation

ts-14
•		low	weight	and	low	build	height	–	ideal	for	multifl	oored	

timber	buildings
•	system	of	profi	led	eps	panels	for	easy	installation
•		heat	conductors	with	additional	plate	for	optimal	heat	diffusion
•	can	be	covered	with	screed	or	dry	panels

clickjet / clickjet s
•	ideal	for	larger	/	industrial	projects
•		composed	of	3mm	steel	grid,	with	pipes	secured	

by	special	clamps
•	pipe	system	fully	enclosed	by	screed
•	ideal	for	projects	with	existing	insulated	fl	oors
•	clickjet	s	offers	a	thin	and	dynamic	system
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cleVer colour

deFining	the	colour	
of comfort

here’s	an	interesting	test:	ask	the	first	person	you	see:	“what	colour	are	

radiators?”	and	when	they	say	“white”,	ask	them	why.	strangely,	there	is		

a	good	chance	they	might	think	it’s	because	it	makes	them	more	efficient	

heat	emitters.	this	is	still	a	common	response,	probably	because	radiators	

have	been	traditionally	white	from	the	early	days	of	their	production.	

Because	they	heat	our	homes,	many	people	assume	that	the	colour	of	their	

radiators	must	be	something	to	do	with	heat.	But	the	real	reason	radiators	

are	painted	white	is	so	that	they	match	the	neutral	colour	of	most	interior	

walls.	But	tastes	change,	décor	develops,	and	today	many	people	dare	to		

be	different.

	

right	now,	in	homes	and	offices	of	all	shapes	and	sizes	across	the	globe,		

you	can	see	walls	in	bold	colours	of	every	description.	striking	red,	cool	blue,	

bold	black,	gentle	green	and	every	colour	in	between	-	and	beyond.	radson	

believes	that	adventurous	interior	design	should	be	complemented	with	

precisely	the	right	shade	of	warmth.	whether	you	are	a	professional	interior	

designer,	architect	or	home	owner,	if	you	are	choosing	colour,	radson	is	

right	behind	you.	which	is	why	there	are	now	an	impressive	224	options		

for	you	to	choose	in	colour,	texture,	matt	and	anode	finishes.	

so	when	you	ask	radson	“what	colour	are	radiators?”	we	will	always	say	

“any	colour	you	like.”		

including	of	course,	white.
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panel	radiators

plinth	radiators

column	radiators

design	radiators

parada

integra	plinth

delta	h

Kos	h

ramo

ramo	plinth

Kos	v

compact

parada	plinth

delta	he

Faro	h

integra

delta	v

Faro	v

planora

tinos

vertical

paros narBonne	h narBonne	v

aliF	e amirante	ch	e vidocosmoledo	e

Bathroom	radiators

electric	radiators

Flores	c	ch	&	
Flores	c	ch	e

minorca	&	
minorca	e linosa

menai	demenai	e liKoma	he liKoma	ve

Flores	c	&	
Flores	c	e

santorini	 apia	m
Java	&
Java	e

muna	&	
muna	e andros	chandros	m

apolima	&	
apolima	e

elato	&		
elato	e

Flores	ch	&		
Flores	ch	e

Flores	&		
Flores	e

santorini	c ios	m

accessoires

heating		
and	cooling
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Every care has been taken in the creation of this document.  
No part of this document may be reproduced without the  
express written consent of Rettig ICC. Rettig ICC accepts no 
responsibility for any inaccuracies or consequences arising 
from the use or misuse of the information contained herein. 
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